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- Maggie Bell, Junior Writer

WE HAVE THE BEST COMICS 
(AFTER THE NEW YORKER)



Bull’s  
Last WordCharlie “Mike Tyson” Schweiger, Managing Editor

Elizabeth “how to make mozzarella cheese in dorm” Arterberry, Senior Writer
Big Boy Jo$h “120 minutes of harmony hall guitars” P03, Senior Writer

Maggie “what should i do if i got scammed on etsy?” Bell, Junior Writer
Blythe “home depot skeleton cost” Dahlem, Sophmore Writer

Ellie “chris total drama island costume” Schrader, Sophomore Writer
William “what do skunks mean in literature?” Kelsey, Sophomore Writer

Emma “rice purity test” Rutherford, Sophomore Writer

  James “animal from muppets” Whitney, Junior Editor
Jack “what does ptfo mean?” May, Junior Editor

Betsy “L’Homme Run - Pizza Party Lyrics” Wagner, Sophomore Editor
      Katie “Ratatouille good plot?” Kerrigan, Head Writer

Staff “things in my search history” Box
Why is there no 

picture to the 
left of the staff 

box?!?!

- S.P.O.O.K.Y. (Specialized Persons Observ-
ing Occult Knowledge of Yore

JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT 
HE WAS DONE!!!

A strange hoofprint was found last week in the Bioreserve, quartered rather than cloven, 
with deep markings revealing an enormous weight behind whatever left this print. Ellie 
Schrader, the last Forest Dweller, has delivered a series of notebooks, bound in an un-
known leather and written in iron-gall ink, in which were described these fair beasts.

CAMPUS CRYPTIDS: VOLUME IV
The Denny Dryads
 A plague has come across these fair beings, which have for so many years 
guarded our college upon a hill. Everywhere one turns, one sees the dead and dy-
ing as leaves fall from their frames. With the Dryads not here to protects us, who 
will?

The Morrow Merrow
	 In	Morrow	House,	on	the	second	floor,	there	is	a	urinal.	Now	this	is	not	en-
tirely	unusual,	however	the	second	floor	has	historically	been	an	all-female	floor.	
See the origin of this urinal goes all the way back to the founding of the school 
in 1831. In order to secure free access to Ebaugh pond and Raccoon Creek, the 
founder of the school, Theodosius T. Weinberg, was forced into a dark pact with 
the Merrow of central Ohio, in which he gave the Merrow free housing and tuition 
to Denison in return for a long life and access to free water. Morrow House has 
traditionally been the home of the Merrow, and the urinal secretly hides a tunnel 
into the watery depths in which they reside.

Slayter Ghouls
	 At	precisely	2:15	am	on	Saturdays	a	horde	of	figures	arrive	at	slayter	and	
pound upon the glass doors, whishing to be let in. They mumble nonsensical 
phrases, “Slayter Tots,” “Late night,” “Chipotle Mayo”. The few that manage to 
breach the walls of Slayter can be seen, glassy-eyed, gnawing upon assorted food 
stuffs with little or no regard to proper etiquette. As they sit in a corner mumbling 
to themselves and guzzling down sandwiches they seem almost mindless, but they 
are not to be underestimated. Their unique curse makes them almost fearless—and 
some become quite aggressive.

Ghost Truck
 It’s a Truck. It’s a Ghost. Beep Beep Motherf*ckers.

Something concerns me about this founder. . . Theodosius T. Weinberg. Something 
I	can’t	quite	place.	Whatever	dark	force	is	influencing	the	appearance	of	these	
creatures seems to go deeper than we 
could ever imagine.


